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Abstract—The state of the art software product line testing 
methods attempted test derivation from product lines 
modeled as activity diagrams (ADs) with the test coverage 
goals of control flow and data flow. However, the existing 
methods applied widely different approaches to closely related 
problems with the consequence that the user of the methods 
cannot easily see the essence of product line test derivation. 
Moreover, the existing methods have no solution for P-use test 
derivation for data flow testing. This paper views this status 
as the result of not suitably handling variability modeling and 
binding formation and application and proposes a method 
that addresses these issues. This is done by introducing an 
explicit notation for product line AD, which makes clear the 
distinction between platform AD and product AD, and also by 
explicitly forming test artifact bindings for products and 
applying them at suitable steps in the test cases derivation 
paths.

Keywords-component; Software product line testing, 
Variability modeling, Activity diagram, Control flow testing, 
Data flow testing 

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Product Line Development (SPLD) is a software 
development paradigm that plans ahead development of a family 
of products before producing individual products of the family by 
developing its common platform first, thereby maximizing reuse 
and reducing the development time. Although testing is an 
integral part of SPLD, it is challenging to develop test cases of 
products of a product line keeping with the extensive reuse 
promise of SPLD due to the presence of variation points (VPs) in 
domain test artifacts.   

For Software Product Line Testing (SPLT), as with the 
SPLD, the following two aspects that do not exist in testing of 
single products need be addressed: (1) modeling of variability due 
to the presence of VPs in the product platform and (2) handling of 
variability through formation and application of bindings where 
formation of bindings is the step of defining product artifacts 
based on a platform (or domain) artifact of the product line and 
application of binding is the step of obtaining product artifacts 
from platform artifacts for the purpose of SPLT, respectively. 
These two aspects complicate SPLT by allowing various paths 
from product line requirements to product test cases to be taken 
depending on binding application time, which can be any stage of 
test derivation that deals with the relevant type of test artifact such 
as test requirements, test models, test scenarios and test cases1.

There several approaches to SPLT exist including [1, 2, 4, 8, 
15, 16, 17, 22, 23]. Among these state of the art SPLT methods, 
[22] and [23] derives tests from ADs, respectively, for control 
flow tests and data flow tests. However, they have the following 
                                                           
1 Test scenarios do not contain test data whereas test cases do. 

limitations: Widely different approaches are taken to similar 
problems and, in particular, P-use test derivation has not been 
solved for data flow testing. This status is due to that the existing 
methods do not suitably handle variability modeling and 
formation and application of binding. 

Therefore this paper proposes a product line test derivation 
method that is systematic in the sense that it can be applied in a 
uniform way with the consequence that the same method can be 
applied to the problem of C-use test derivation and C-use test 
derivation as we will see in Sections IV-VI. The new platform 
artifact description mechanisms employed in our method play 
crucial roles in overcoming the limitations of the existing state of 
the art methods. Our method uses an explicit notation for product 
line ADs, thereby making clear the distinction between a platform 
AD and a product AD and also in applying binding late to create 
product test scenarios. The systematic nature of our method is in 
utilizing the binding relationship between domain engineering 
artifacts and application engineering artifacts as much as possible.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, 
related works are surveyed. Section III introduces our notation for 
platform level ADs and the systematic SPLD concepts necessary 
to develop our approach. Section IV presents our systematic 
product line test derivation approach. Then in Sections V and VI 
we apply the approach to case study examples. Finally, Section 
VII concludes our paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Several test derivation methods for software product line have 
been developed in the research community [1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 15, 16, 
17, 22, 23]. These methods can be divided into two groups: one is 
product line test derivation from activity diagrams and the other is 
product line test derivation from other kinds of models. 

 Product Line Test Derivation from ADs 
Reuys et al. [22] presents Scenario based Test case Derivation 
(ScenTED) approach. ScenTED uses UML activity diagram to 
represent all possible use case scenarios for a use case. To apply it 
to product line context, activity diagram is extended with 
descriptions of variability. Then a test coverage criterion, such as 
statement coverage, branch coverage or path coverage, is applied 
to the activity diagram to obtain domain test case scenarios. Test 
case scenarios are represented with UML sequence diagram with 
VPs and become the starting point for actual test case derivation 
for system testing. However, ScenTED is limited for practical 
product line test derivation for the following reasons: 

1) The platform level AD for ScenTED considers only simple 
ways VPs can appear in AD. However, there are various ways 
VPs can appear in a platform level AD such as VP for a node 
or edge or a subgraph (Cf. Subsection III.C of this paper). 
Therefore ScenTED may not be used for general cases of ADs. 
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2) The approach of modeling all use case scenarios can include 
activities that violate constraints, thereby potentially 
introducing invalid variations of a use case scenario. 
3) The same method cannot be used straightforwardly for other 
test coverages, e.g. the data flow coverage.  
Stricker et al. [23] proposed ScenTED-DF, which is an 

extension of the ScenTED method and handles data flow based 
test generation. However, ScenTED-DF also does not explicitly 
deal with the second issue of ScenTED mentioned above. So data 
dependency matrix exploited in domain engineering includes data 
dependencies that violate the constraints. In addition, as pointed 
out by the authors, data-flow test coverage is achieved only 
partially. So it can handle C-use but cannot handle P-use.

B. Product Line Test Derivation from other models  
Bertolino et al. [1,2] introduces the use case description 
mechanisms of Product Line Use Case (PLUC) and Product Use 
Case (PUC) that extend use case description. PUC is obtained 
from PLUC bay by instantiating variabilities of PLUC, which are 
described via variability tags. Three kinds of tags considered are 
alternative, parametric and optional. Tags can be inserted into the 
fields of PLUC. Bertilino et al. also provides a method to derive 
scenarios to be tested, from which, called PLUTO (Product Lines 
Use Case Test Optimization). Cons 1) However, the derived 
scenarios are just the required cases to be tested and actual test 
scenarios have to be developed from them. 

   Nebut et al. [15,16] proposes a method to generate behaviors 
specific to a product by describing variability points in use cases, 
which is similar in purpose to the method of [1,2]. They differ in 
that the former approach is behavior driven but the latter is data 
driven. As a consequence, when control is complex the approach 
of [15, 16] is more suitable, which does not rely on explicit use of 
binding but on simulation for product test derivation. 

Pohl et al. [19] related test case scenario modeled with 
sequence diagram with OVMs. It does not clearly describe how to 
extend sequence diagram with variability. For system testing, 
their approach uses a fictive configuration or an application 
defined by product management as system test case scenarios can 
be defined but cannot be executed without them [19].  
     Although the product line test derivations from models other 
than ADs also addressed the issues of variability modeling and 
formation and application of binding but only in limited ways like 
the  approaches based on ADs. In order for product line test 
derivation to be systematic so that test derivation methods can be 
applied in simple and uniform ways in various situations without 
much change and can still make a maximal reuse of the common 
part, precise and thorough modeling of variability as well as 
explicit formation and application of binding are essential. 

III. SYSTEMTAIC SPLD AND THE NOTATION FOR 
PLATFORM LEVEL ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

This section presents the foundational concepts related to 
systematic SPLD in general including variability modeling 
and formation and application of binding in Subsections 
III.A-C, and also the notation for platform level ADs in 
Subsection III.C. 

A. Concepts for Systematic SPLD 
Product line approach to software development has two phases 
that require related but distinct treatments, called Domain 
Engineering (DE) and the actual product development phase 

called Application Engineering (AE) [19]. Suppose that we plan 
to produce products P1, P2, ... , Pn. Let PF be a product family
consisting of the products, i.e. PF = {P1, P2, ... , Pn}. Pi, 1 <= i <= 
n, is called a planned product. A product that has not been 
planned is called an unplanned product.

Since the product artifacts should be obtained from the 
domain engineering artifacts, the DE artifacts contain variation 
points (VPs), which take specific variants at the time when they 
are instantiated. We call DE artifacts that represent commonalities 
of the products in the family platform artifacts and instantiation 
results product artifacts. For example we can obtain the 
requirements for product pi by applying its requirements binding 
to the platform requirements2 for the product line. 

In software product line development, the DE artifacts and 
the AE artifacts are linked with bindings. In the systematic 
software product line development (SSPLD) that we envisage, 
formation and application of a binding, which is a set of 
substitutions of variants for a VP, play crucial roles for product 
development. So platform level artifacts are used to obtain all the 
corresponding artifacts of the planned products 3  via 
“instantiation”, which is an application of a binding. 

B. Types of Variability  
Various kinds of variabilities have been considered in the 
literature. They include Optional, Mandatory, Exclusive-or and 
Inclusive-or, of which we consider Exclusive-or (Xor) and 
Optional (Opt) to be the fundamental types of variability. They 
are formally defined in Figure 1. The Xor case indicates that one 
of v1, … , vn can be substituted for vp. The Opt case indicates that 
either v or null can be substituted for vp. Variabilities other than 
Xor and Opt can be expressed with them. For example, the 
variability that selects a varying number of elements can be 
represented by choosing from the alternatives that are the subsets 
of the set of the elements, which is a Xor case.  

Exclusive-or (Xor): It is declared as  
vp: v1, … , vn

where vp is a VP and vi, 1 � i � n, are variants for vp.
Optional (Opt): It is declared as  

vp: v, null
where vp is a VP and  v is a variant for vp.

Figure 1. The two basic variabilities 

C. Notation for Expressing Platform Level Activity 
Diagrams

We now incorporate these two fundamental variabilities into the 
UML activity diagram (AD) notation to extend it to a notation for 
describing platform level ADs. UML AD consists of three kinds 
of elements [18]: participants, activities and connections between 
the activities. Activities can be connected via either sequencing or 
branching (i.e. decisions) or repetition. AD expressed with the 
extended notation that can represent variability is denoted by 
ADPf. We call it a platform level activity diagram as opposed to 
the usual (product level) activity diagram, which is denoted by 
ADi and ADPi.

                                                           
2 Platform requirements will of course contain VPs.
3 Possibly some unplanned product artifacts can be obtained as byproducts 
from the platform artifacts.  
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(a) Activity (node) VP and its Xor-type instantiation

…

(b) Connection VP and its Xor-type instantiation

vp

   vp   

(c) Subgraph VP and its Xor-type instantiation

v

v

     v   

   vp   

…

……

…

… …

…

Figure 2. Three cases of Xor variability and their instantiations 

The left hand sides of Figure 2(a), (b) and (c) show the 
notation for three different kinds of VPs. Subgraph is a set 
consisting of activity nodes and connections of activity nodes. As 
shown in Figure 2(c), a subgraph VP is represented by a dotted 
rectangle. To be a valid variant of a subgraph VP, a subgraph 
should be consistent with the VP in the sense that its interface 
with its context should match with that of the VP.  

To instantiate VPs of ADPf, Xor variabilities can be handled by 
the following ADPf Instantiation Rules 1 and 2.  

ADPf Instantiation Rule 1 (Xor Variability). Three cases of 
Xor VPs are instantiated as in right hand side of Figure 2(a), 
(b) and (c). 

ADPf Instantiation Rule 2 (Opt Variability). If null is 
selected as variant of an Opt VP, then it is deleted from the 
existing AD. 

In the case that null replaces VP, the placeholder VP should 
disappear in the product model. We state this as the instantiation 
rule 2 for Opt variability. 

We note that if activity node were removed with a selection 
of null variant, there would be “dangling” connections left, 
which makes the resulting product AD invalid. So implication of 
this instantiation rule is that Opt should not be used with activity 
node alone in AD. Instead, with a subgraph VP, we can remove 
activities nodes and connections together when a null variant is 
selected. An Opt connection VP can be valid only when the ADPf
in which it appears is valid without the connection VP as it should 
allow a null variant.  

Notice that in the case of Opt only the case Figure 2(c) that 
corresponds to variability of a subgraph (as opposed to a node or 
an edge) need be considered.  

ADPf Instantiation Rule 3. (Complex VP) A complex VP is 
first converted to a collection of elements and constraints on 
them. 

A

D1 

B

E

D2 

D3 

<<vp>> 

Variation 
Point 1 
Coexisting(1..2) 

Optional 
Branch: 
Variant 2 

Optional 
Branch: 
Variant 1 

C

Figure 3. Activity diagram with variability in [22] (Figure 13.8 of [22]) 

vD23: 

: vD1 , null 

A

vpD1

E

B C

E

: vD23 , null 

D2

vpD23 Constraint: At least one of 
D1 and D2 should exist. 

D3

vpD1

vpD23

vD1: D1 

Figure 4. AD1Pf (Equivalent to Figure 13.8 of [22]) 

Example 1. Figure 3 is the Figure 13.7 of [22]. Figure 4 is an 
equivalent ADPf in our extended AD notation. It contains two Opt 
VPs. An important difference of our notation from that of [22] is 
that they use decision points to represent VPs and therefore VP is 
not distinguishable from the ordinary decision points not 
representing VPs. �

D. Product Line Description Table 
In presenting various product line artifacts, we use Product Line 
Description Table (PLDT). Figure 5 shows the template for PLDT. 
In the process of test derivation for ADPf, platform level test 
scenarios are derived. We provide a template for describing them. 
This template can be used to describe not just test scenarios but all 
other platform artifacts.  

The PLDT consists of the following four sections:  
1) The first section contains the name and type of the product 
family model being described. The types of the model artifact 
can be features model, requirements specification, architecture 
design, implementation and other models of a product family. 
In the case of a product line artifact for a standalone 
component, specifying a name suffices. But in the case of a 
(platform) subsystem or a (platform) component of a product 
line, its full name includes the path name from the root, which 
is the name of the product line.  
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PL Artifact 
Name Product Line Artifact Name: Type 

Planned 
Products 
(Optional) 

Product_Name1
. . . . . . 

Product_Name n

Constraints 

Platform 
Design 

Platform 
VP Descriptions

Constraints  

Bindings 
(Optional)

Product_Name1
. . . 

Product_Name n

Unplanned 
Products 
(Optional) 

Product_Name n+1
. . . . . . 

Product_Name n+m

Figure 5. The PLDT template 

2) The second section lists all the models of planned products
and constraints on them.  
3) We call a set of planned products together with their 
commonality and variability a platform design. So, for example, 
if we are describing features of products and their common 
features and variable features, it is a platform design in terms of 
features. If we are describing it in terms of components, then it 
is a platform design in terms of components. The third section 
contains “Platform Design”, which contains a platform model 
with VPs, declarations of VPs, constraints on and between the 
platform and VPs and bindings for the planned product models.  

3.1) Platform (artifact) can be represented as a set, a list 
(ordered set) or a structure (such as graph, diagram, or table) 
with VPs. A VP itself represents a commonality across 
different products. Platform includes the common elements 
and structures of the product family.   
3.2) VPs are declared as shown in Figure 1. 
3.3) Platform also lists and describes constraints between the 
common elements. Constraints include dependences as well 
as other kinds of constraints. 
3.4) The last subsection of the Platform Design section is the 
Bindings section. It is used to describe the bindings necessary 
to produce the planned products. A binding is a set of 
substitutions of the form [vp1\vi1, … , vpk\vki]. An 
instantiation of a platform produces a product and is written 
as follows: 

Producti = Pf[vp1\vi1, … , vpk\vki] where Pf is a 
platform, vp\v indicates substitution of v for vp and 
vp1, … , vpk are all the VPs of Pf.  

4) Unplanned products section lists products that can be 
produced by the platform design but were not planned at the 
time product line was conceived”.4

Note that we carefully distinguish product line artifacts vs. 
platform artifacts. The former includes the latter as well as 
product models (Cf. Figure 5). Like other platform level artifacts, 
platform level activity diagrams can be described with PLDT but 
for compactness we present them in the style of Figures 3 and 4. 

                                                           
4 If a component of a product line contains a VP, then it can be viewed as 

a product line in itself. In this case, its name includes the relative path 
from the root PLDT. 

IV. SYSTEMATIC SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE TEST
DERIVATION 

A. Platform Level Test Scenarios and Test Cases 
Employing the terms VP and variant, we make the following 
definitions. Platform test scenario is a test scenario that is 
relevant to all products in the product family. Platform test case is 
a platform test scenario whose input and output values are 
determined. Product test scenario is a test scenario that is relevant 
to a specific product in the product family. Product test case is a 
product test scenario whose input and output values are 
determined. Difference between a test scenario and a test case, 
platform or product, is that test scenario tells what to test but does 
not have actual data whereas test case contains actual data.  

Platform test scenarios and platform test cases can contain 
zero or more VPs. If they contain no VPs, then they can be used 
as product test scenarios and test cases without application of 
bindings.  

B. Principles of SSPLT 
For practitioners, if the same methods used for single product test 
derivation can be used for platform level test derivation with 
essential minimal changes for variability handling, product line 
testing will be expedited and many existing test assets can be 
reused. Therefore, the following principle is important.  

SSPLT Principle 1. Platform test cases derivation should 
proceed in the same way product test cases derivation proceeds 
as much as possible. 

Binding is a mechanism that instantiates variation points to 
specific variants and its application is a major way to obtain 
products from domain artifacts in SPLD [55, 19]. Therefore we 
require the following principle to be employed in a systematic 
software product line test derivation.  

SSPLT Principle 2. Product test cases should be obtained 
from platform test cases (and the variability of the platform) as 
much as possible through application of product binding. 

Since binding is the way of moving from domain artifacts 
from application artifacts in SPLD as mentioned above, by 
performing forward engineering at platform level as much as 
possible before we apply bindings, we can get more reuse effect 
(or can create commonality). Therefore we state this as another 
fundamental principle for SPLT to be systematic. 

SSPLT Principle 3. In order to maximize reuse, VPs should 
be carried (without instantiation) to the later stages of test 
derivation as much as possible and binding should be applied 
as late as possible. 

For example, if we instantiate platforms requirements before 
performing domain engineering any further, then it is the same as 
not applying SPLD at all because each product has to be 
developed from its requirements. If we instantiate platform 
design, code reuse may not be achieved. We call an approach that 
follows these three principles a Systematic Software Product Line 
Testing (SSPLT).  

                                                           
5 See pp. 357-365 for example.
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C. The SSPLT Test Derivation Path 
Figure 6 shows possible paths for SPLD test derivation. The top 
two nodes represent domain test artifacts and the bottom nodes 
represent application test artifacts. The starting point is the 
platform level AD described using PLDT 6 , from which test 
derivation derives test scenarios 7 . Bindings between domain 
artifacts and application artifacts are assumed to have been 
defined such that instantiations of the domain artifacts produce 
application artifacts.  

ADPf TestScenariosPf

   ADPi TestScenariosPi

 (B1) BADPf,Pi

 (C)

(A)

 (B2) BTestScenariosPf,Pi

 : Application of binding

 : Test Derivation

Domain Engineering

Application Engineering

Figure 6. SSPLT model8 9

Of the two paths in Figure 6, the (A)-(B2) path is preferred to 
the (B1)-(C) path due to SSPLT Principles 2 and 3. This path 
takes advantage of “late binding” following Principle 3, so that 
test cases are not explicitly generated until they are needed and 
necessary test cases are ready to be generated in the form of 
platform test cases. 

D. The SSPLT Process for test derivation from platform 
level activity diagrams 

The process of deriving test cases from an AD is shown in Figure 
7. It shows that various decisions need be made to derive test 
cases including test coverage and test requirements. In Step 1, 
activity diagram for a given product line is derived with the ADPf
notation. In Step 2, from a platform activity diagram, platform test 
scenarios are obtained based on the selected test coverage. In Step 
3, product test scenarios are derived by application of binding.10

                                                           
6 When the AD has no hierarchy, the use of PLDT need not be explicit.
7  For actual testing these test scenarios need be further elaborated by 
determining test data values.  
8 It is possible to extend this model to include platform test cases and 
product test cases. Then similar reasoning applies.  
9 Note that our approach allows separation of the binding that already 
exists in AD from the binding newly introduced by test derivation 
purpose, if any. However, in the examples in this paper, the newly 
introduced binding is not used. 
10 This paper does not cover data part (i.e. testing by varying values) and 
does not cover the issue of making test cases from test scenarios. When 
test cases need be derived by determining test data, it can be done either 
from platform test scenarios before applying product binding or from 
product test scenarios after applying product binding. The former 
approach has the benefit of reducing test effort over the latter approach, 
which could involve determining test data for the same test scenario over 
and over if different product test engineers work foo different products. 

1. Derive  
 ADPlatform

Platform Test 
Scenarios 

Test Scenarios for Pi 

3. Apply binding  

BTestScenariosPf,Pi 

ADPf

Domain  
Engineering 

Application  
Engineering 

2. Derive 
Platform Test 

Scenarios 

Test Coverage 

VPs: Variation points 
BTestScenariosPf,Pi :

Test scenarios  
binding for  
product Pi 

: workflow 
: data flow 

Figure 7. The SSPLT test generation process 

V. APPLICATIONS TO CONTROL FLOW TEST GENERATION

This section shows control flow test generation using SSPLT. 
Specifically, we show that the result that was obtained by Stricker 
et al. [23] can be achieved with SSPLT.  

For product test case derivation, [22] took the path (B1)-(C) in 
Figure 6. In the case study in this section we show that by taking 
(A)-(B2), we can get the same results but in a much simpler and 
uniform way. 

In order to derive product test scenarios from the AD with 
variability in Figure 3, the method of Reuys et al. [22] adopted the 
branch coverage as its test coverage criterion. Reuys et al. [22] 
obtains {<A,B,E>,<A,C,{}vp1,E>} first and then {<A,B,E>, <A, 
C, {(D1)v1, (D2,D3)v2}vp1, E>}. Then in application engineering, 
binding is applied.  

After applying Steps 1 and 2 of SSPLT, we get  {<A,B,E>, 
<A,C,vpD1,E>, <A,B,E>, <A,C,vpD23,E>} where vpD1 and 
vpD23 are as defined in Figure 4.  

This solution is equivalent to that of Reuys et al. [22]. In the 
approach of [22], however, the variants were declared in place 
and the derivation steps are complicated. The solution in [22] was 
obtained by the following steps: 

1) Domain test case scenarios are derived in such a way that 
each branch that does not represent an optional variant is 
covered at least once. For all other branches, placeholders are 
inserted.  
2) The domain test case scenarios are supplemented by adding 
the optional variant of a variation point. All branches of all 
variants must be covered. If necessary, additional scenarios 
have to be developed. 

VI. APPLICATIONS TO DATA FLOW TEST GENERATION

An occurrence of a variable in a program may be definitional 
occurrence (Def), computation-use occurrence (C-use), or 
predicate use (P-use)11, as indicated in [23]. 

In this section, we apply SSPLT to the problem in [23] in 
order to show that it can be systematically applied for test 
derivation of various test coverages. In Subsection VI.A, we show 
that the same result that was obtained by [23] can be achieved 

                                                           
11 Rapps et al. [21] classified a variable occurrence in a program as being a 
definitional occurrence, computation-use occurrence, or predicate use and 
referred to them as Def, C-use and P-use, respectively. 
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with SSPLT. In Subsection VI.B, we show that our SSPLT 
approach can also solve test generation for P-use that has not been 
accomplished in [23]. 

A. Handling C-use with SSPLT 
In [23], Figure 2 of [23] was used to present its test derivation 
method ScenTED-DF. It can be translated to AD2Pf in Figure 8 
using our platform AD notation in order to make it a starting point 
for presenting our SSPLT. 

We extend our platform AD model with data flow annotations 
of Def, C-use and P-use. In addition, when � represents an 
instance of such annotation, we introduce the following notation: 

���Vs
which restricts the scope of ��to the set Vs of variants. We can 
write “���V” for “���{V}”. In our platform annotation model, as 
illustrated in the large box of Figure 8, variant-specific 
annotations are exhibited under the relevant variant and common 
annotations are exhibited under the relevant VP.  

When D(V) is set of all �'s�of the variant V, the set of �’s for a 
VP should include all the �’s of the variants. That is, if all the 
variants of the VP vpX are V1, … , Vk and D(Vi) denotes the set 
of all �’s of Vi, then 

D(vpX) = �1�i�k {D�(Vi) } 
where D�(V) is defined as follows: 

D�(V) = {��� {V} | ��D(V)} 

Example 2. Then for AD2Pf in Figure 8,  
D(RBSt) = D(RBSe) = {C-use d, Def a} 
D�(RBSt) = {C-use d � RBSt, Def a � RBSt } 
D�(RBSe) = {C-use d � RBSe, Def a � RBSe } 

and
D(vpRB)
= D�(RBSt) � D�(RBSe)
= {C-use d � {RBSt, RBSe}, Def a � {RBSt, RBSe}} 

�
ScenTED-DF[23] uses the data dependency matrix as an 

intermediate step of test derivation where a definition-use (du) is
represented by a triple of the form ‘(data object, def, C-use)’ or 
‘(data object, def, P-use)’, respectively. Table I is equivalent to 
the data dependency matrix of Figure 3 of [23]  

Then if D = {(d1, �1 �Vs1, u1), … , (dk, �k �Vsk, uk)}, the effect 
of applying a binding [vpX\V], which indicates that vpX should 
be replaced by V, to this platform level data flow annotation is as 
follows: 

D[vpX\V] = D � {�(d1, �i �V u1) | V�Vsi� 1 � i � k }
                       – {(di, �i � Vsi ui) | V�Vsi� 1 � i � k }

The Bindings section of Figure 9 shows the binding for Pk and 
also the result of applying it to the Platform's D.

In SSPLT, PLDT is used to describe an equivalent platform 
data dependency matrix as Figure 9 shows. Now in our SSPLT 
approach the notation for the object of a du triple is naturally 
extended to include VPs that are restricted with sets of variants.  

Notice that in Figure 9 the inherited VPs and constraints need 
not be described as they exist in the platform AD but are shown 
here just as comments for easy reference. With the PLDT in 
Figure 9, it is clearly and precisely expressed that if Pk is the only 
planned product to be developed, for example, then only test cases 
for Pk need be derived. This contrasts with Table I, which 
unnecessarily derives all possible test cases.  

B. Handling P-use with SSPLT 
Stricker et al. [23] says about their ScenTED-DF, “P-uses are not 
supported since the usage of data objects in variation points is not 
formalized, yet. The ScenTED technique does not make any 
statements about how conditional expressions are to be annotated 
to variation points at which more than one variant can be bound 
requiring (which would require a decision node in the customer-
specific product).”  

SR 

SI

CI SWP 

vpRB

Def d 

C-use a 
C-use d 

Def a C-use a C-use a  Data 
correct? 

COC 

:             , RBSt RBSe vpRB 

C-use d 
Def a 

C-use d 
Def a 

C-use d �{RBSt,RBSe} 
Def a �{RBSt,RBSe} 

Figure 8. AD2Pf annotated with data flow information (Corresponding to 
Figure 2 of [23]12) 

TABLE I. DATA DEPENDENCY RELATION TO VARIANTS (FIGURE 3 OF [23])

Indicators: 1: requires, 0: must not be selected, 0/1: don’t care 

du Table for eShop SPL AD 

Platform 
Design

Platform

C-use du’s 
{(d, SR,vpRB �{RBSt,RBSe}), 
(d, SR,SI),  
(a,vpRB � {RBSt,RBSe}, SI),  
(a,vpRB � {RBSt,RBSe}, CI), 
(a,vpRB � {RBSt,RBSe}, SWP)}

VP
Descriptions

/* Inherited from the Platform 
AD2Pf: vpRB: RBSt, RBSe */ 

Constraints /* Not relevant in du Table  */ 

Bindings 

…

Pk

Platform [vpRB\RBSt] = 
{(d, SR, RBSt), 
(d, SR,SI), (a, RBSt, SI),  
(a, RBSt,RBSe, CI),  
(a, RBSt, SWP)} 

…
Figure 9. PLDT du description corresponding to Table I 

                                                           
12 In this paper, the long names in Figures 2 and 3 of [23] have been 
abbreviated for brevity in an obvious way. 

(data object, def, C-use) Unsecured Secured Registered
Buyer

(d, SR, RBSt)  1 0/1 1 
(d, SR, RBSe)  0/1 1 1 
(d, SR, SI)  0/1 0/1 1 
(a, RBSt, SI)  1 0/1 1 
(a, RBSt, CI)  1 0/1 1 
(a, RBSt, SWP)  1 0/1 1 
(a, RBSe, SI)  0/1 1 1 
(a, RBSe, CI)  0/1 1 1 
(a, RBSe, SWP)  0/1 1 1 
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P-use b 

Def b 
Def c 

Def a 
C-use b 
C-use c

C-use a 
Def r 

P-use a 

Nin 

Nout

N3

N4N5 

N2N1
vpP

P-use b 

P-use a 

C-use a 
Def r Nout 

N3

N4N5

P-use a 

P-use b 

Nin 

Def b 
Def c 

Def a 
C-use b 
C-use c 

P-use a 

Nin

Nout

N3

N2 N1

P-use b 

vpQ

N2N1vpP :          ,  

Def a 
C-use b 
C-use c

Def b 
Def c 

Def a � {N2} 
Def b � {N1} 
Def c � {N1} 
C-use b � {N2} 
C-use c � {N2}

(a) Figure 1 of [23]     (b) AD3Pf with a VP       (c) AD4Pf with a VP 

P-use b 

P-use a 

N4N5vpQ :          ,  

C-use a 
Def r 

C-use a � {N5} 
Def r � {N5} 

Figure 10. A control flow graph annotated with data flow information 

du Table for AD3Pf

Platform 
Design 

Platform 
(AD3Pf)

C-use du’s P-use du’s P-use du explanation 
(a,vpP �{N2}, N5) (a,vpP � {N2},vpP	N3	N5) a is defined at vpP for N2 and is used 

on the path vpP	N3	N5. 
(a,vpP � {N2},vpP	N3	N4) a is defined at vpP for N2 and is used 

on the path vpP	N3	N4 
VP Descriptions /* As defined in Figure 10(b) */ 
Constraints None

Bindings 
AD3-1 AD3Pf[vpP\N1]  = {}
AD3-2 AD3Pf[vpP\N2] = {(a,N2,N5), (a,N2, N2	N3	N5), (a,N2, N2	N3	N4)} 
Figure 11. PLDT du description for the platform activity diagram AD3Pf

du Table for AD4Pf

Platform 
Design 

Platform 
(AD4Pf)

C-use du’s P-use du’s P-use du explanation 
(a,N2,N3	vpQ �{N5}) (a,N2, N2	N3	vpQ) a is defined at N2 and is used on the 

path N2	N3	vpQ
VP Descriptions /* As defined in Figure 10(c) */ 
Constraints None

Bindings 
AD4-1 AD4Pf[vpQ\N5] = {(a,N2,N3	N5), (a,N2, N2	N3	N5)}
AD4-2 AD4Pf[vpQ\N4] = {(a,N2, N2	N3	N4)} 
Figure 12. PLDT du description for the platform activity diagram AD4Pf

This subsection shows that product line test generation for the 
P-use case can be achieved with the same SSPLT approach. To 
introduce SSPLT handling of P-use, we use as an example the AD 
of Figure 10(a) that appeared in [23] as Figure 1. However, Figure 
10(a) does not have variation points as it was originally presented 
as an AD for a single product. We change this example and 
suppose that the two decisions in it can be now VPs that take each 
alternative path of its decision as it variant. Then to investigate 
how the P-use case can be solved, we first model these two cases 
as Figure 10(b) and Figure 10(c).  

In order to solve the P-use case, it is necessary to avoid 
collision of decision notation in their platform level AD with their 
VP notation. Our platform level AD notation introduced in 
Subsection III.C and illustrated in Figure 4 make them clearly 
distinguished. This, in combination with the precise expression of 
the scope of du with the notation ‘�’ introduced in Subsection 
VI.A, enables SSPLT to solve the P-use case as well the C-use 
case in a uniform way.  We extend the du annotation notation 
introduced in Subsection VI.A so that it can express a more 
general situation where variability can occur in a more 
complicated way. That is, P-use (and C-use) can be expressed 

more clearly with the path to the node at which the relevant use 
has occurred rather than just with the final node. Therefore we 
introduce the following notation to describe P-use (and C-use): 

Node1 	Node2 	. . . 	Noden
where Node1 is the definition node, Noden is the use node and the 
path indicates the path that is taken by the relevant variant. We 
could have introduced this general notation in Subsection VI.A 
but we postponed it because the example there does not involve 
path change to accommodate different variants. However, in a 
general case when path change can occur even to arrive at the 
same node with variant change, to adequately describe this 
situation, we need the extended notation. 

Figures 11 and 12 are PLDTs of the du tables for AD3Pf and 
AD4Pf. In Figure 12, AD4-1 has been obtained from AD4Pf by 
applying its binding [vpQ\N5] to both C-use du’s and P-use du’s 
of AD4Pf. Since replacing vpQ by N5 (i.e. 'vpQ �N5' [vpQ\N5]) 
gives ‘N5 � {N5}’, which is the same as N5, ‘(a,N2,N3	N5)’ 
and ‘(a,N2, N2	N3	N5)’ are obtained. On the other hand, with 
AD4-2, replacing vpQ by N4 (i.e. 'vpQ �N5' [vpQ\N4]) results in 
‘N4 �N5’, leaving no node that has C-use of N2.  
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF THE METHODS

 ScenTED 
[22] 

ScenTED-DF 
[23]

SSPLT 

Variability modeling 
mechanisms 

AD with informal 
annotation 

ADPf 
notation; 

PLDT 

Explicit formation & 
application of binding 

�

Control flow testing � �

Data flow testing (C-Use)  � �

Data flow testing (P-Use)  �

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a systematic method of product line test 
derivation from activity diagrams that can be used for various test 
coverages. The contributions of the paper are as follows: To 
represent platform level activity diagram, it introduced a new 
platform artifact description method; It showed how to uniformly 
derive product line test cases from activity diagram. Indeed these 
two are closely related and the clear and explicit notation enabled 
the same approach to work for various test coverages.  

It was demonstrated that the proposed method can cover the 
case that could not be covered by the existing methods. Our 
method and existing methods are compared in Table II. In the 
case that only C-use is considered, the ambiguity in the decision 
notation did not matter. However, when P-use is considered, if the 
same decision notation is used also for VP, then in the 
intermediate representation (on the way to test derivation) the 
ambiguity has to be resolved in order to distinguish the two 
different cases, which would complicate test derivation. Using our 
notation, the distinction becomes clear from the beginning so that 
additional intermediate representation need not be employed, 
which simplifies the method and enabled the same method to be 
applicable for different test coverage criteria.  

These results show the strength of our notation. Specifically, 
combination of an appropriate platform description notation and 
relevant product line testing principles resulted in improved 
methods that could handle otherwise hard-to-solve problems. The 
results also show that variability modeling notation plays an 
important role in developing effective methods. 
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